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Introduction to Digital Risk
Advent of digital enablers in the business poses new set of 
risks which are beyond traditional cyber security thereby 
leading to the need of a detailed risk framework for your 
digital journey. This framework enables the leadership to 
consider the level of risk it is willing to take on in the pursuit 
of innovation and potentially lucrative new ideas. 

Our current offerings for managing Digital Risk

From Roadmap to Monitoring

Strategy and
Maturity

• Design/optimise
the digital roadmap
factoring in Digital
Risk scenarios

• Assess maturity
and define roadmap
for increasing the
maturity level

Digital
Risk Integration 

• Integrate risks in
the digital journey

• Managing
programme
risks in large digital
implementations

Digital
Risk Assessment

• Provide risk based
review and design
of privacy and
compliance controls
in digital projects

• Assess the technical
security of
implemented
advanced
technologies

Risk and 
Reputation
Monitoring

• Devise strategy for
monitoring
reputation risk at
enterprise digital
touchpoints

• Build a culture and
mindset of digital
risk with proactive
periodic
interventions for all
internal and
external
stakeholders

Centre of
Excellence (CoE)

• Establish a CoE for
identifying,
analyzing, and
embedding risks in
the digital
programme

• Extend support for
providing thought
leadership,
trainings, and
specialised
assessments on
digital security



Why Deloitte for Digital Risk?

Key
Differentiators

Sector specialized team

State of the art labs
for digital enablers

Experience in varied
operating environments

Comprehensive Digital
Risk Framework

Risk integrated
digital transformation

Collaboration with
digital solution providers

Let’s get started on your         journey Digital Risk

Understand Digital Risk 
Engage in an awareness 
session to understand what
Digital Risk is and how it can
impact your business.

Discover Digital Risk 
Design your high level risk
intelligence map to identify the
risks applicable across digital
touchpoints in your enterprise. 

Assess Digital Risk
Conduct a diagnostic review to
ascertain the risk quotient of
your digital programs.

A three-pronged approach to help meet your Digital Risk Objectives.

Strategy factors in the digital enablersDigital Risk
Manage risks in business transformation using enablers in the most innovative way

Digital Identity

Having an effective authentication &
authorization mechanism across all digital
enablers

Blockchain

Leveraging Blockchain architecture to
secure against internal and external threats 

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

Enabling a secure RPA implementation and
leveraging of RPA for Cybersecurity & Risk
management

Internet of Things (IoT / OT)

Designing a risk-based IoT architecture for
data collection and management of remote
systems 

Digital Payments

Secure digital payment offerings using a
structured risk based approach

Cyber Analytics

Analytics based risk and compliance
monitoring supported by advanced
technologies
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